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ABSTRACT
The crater densities inside the craters Tycho, Aristarchus, and Copernicus are found to be respectively 0.1, 0.3, and

0.5 times the mean crater densities on maria. Ages of 2 x 108, 1 x 109, and 2 x 109 yr are inferred. The interior of Copern
icus exhibits a number of recognizable volcanic structures. Rays accompanying these craters are probably finely pulverized
ejecta and are destroyed on a time scale of about 3x10° years by stirring and mixing of the upper layers of the lunar surface
to a depth on the order of a centimeter. Primary impact craters exhibit approximately a —2 power law diameter distribution
to diameters as low as 250m, indicating that most hectometer-size craters (which together define a much steeper power law)
are not primary impact craters.

1. Introduction

One method of dating lunar features is to dividethe observed crater densities (craters/km2) by
the adopted cratering rate (craters/km2 yr). Un
fortunately, the cratering rate for the larger craters
(D > 2 km) is uncertain, probably by a factor at
least three (Vedder 1966, Hartmann 1965), while
for smaller craters it is widely believed that there
is significant contamination by non-primary-impact
craters, probably including collapse depressions and
secondary impact craters (Kuiper 1965, Shoemaker
1965). These make it difficult to identify the true
primary impact craters and hence lead to uncertain
ties in the crater density.

Nonetheless, this method has recently been
applied to the lunar crater Tycho by Strom and
Fielder (1968) who counted craters of diameter D
of the order 100 m and, using the best estimates of
flux for appropriate sized meteorites, derived an
age for Tycho of 1.6 x 108 years. (Strom and
Fielder are presently applying the method to Ari
starchus and Copernicus as well).

An independent approach is the method of this
series of papers: we compare the observed crater
densities with the average mare crater density, not
ing that the maria apparently mark a quite restricted
epoch in lunar history (paper III, Hartmann 1968).
In this series we use relative crater densities, 1.0
being the value assigned to the average mare. The
usefulness of the scale lies in the fact that empirically-
determined crater densities can be expressed inde
pendent of D for various lunar structures, giving
a relative age scale. Absolute ages can later be given
if one has further knowledge of the age of the maria
and the time-development of the cratering rate. How
ever, it is important to note that the relative crater
density is most reliably determined only for D > 2
km, again because of the difficulties of interpretation
of smaller craters of varied origin (e.g. paper I,
Hartmann 1967).

2. Observations
Orbiter photographs show that Tycho has an

unusually rough interior, that Aristarchus is only
slightly less rough, and that Copernicus is noticeably
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